NEW STUDENT CHECKLIST

GETTING STARTED:
- TOUR CAMPUS isu.edu/visit
- APPLY TO ISU isu.edu/apply
- SEND OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS (DUAL ENROLLMENT/EARLY COLLEGE) studentclearinghouse.org
- SEND SAT/ACT, AP, CLEP TEST SCORES collegeboard.org
- APPLY FOR CAMPUS HOUSING isu.edu/housing
- APPLY FOR FAFSA isu.edu/financialaid
- COMPLETE THE "SAFE COLLEGES" & ISU MODULE isu.edu/nso
- RSVP TO ATTEND A NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION (NSO) EVENT isu.edu/nso
- COMPLETE THE "SAFE COLLEGES" & ISU MODULE isu.edu/nso
- DOWNLOAD THE FOLLOWING APPS: Navigate, MyISU, and DUO
- CHECK ISU EMAIL DAILY FOR ALL ISU UPDATES isu.edu/google
- ATTEND NSO - Bring one form of photo ID, a laptop/ tablet, and copies of transcript
- CONTACT YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR FOR QUESTIONS OR SCHEDULE CHANGES isu.edu/advising

ADMITTED FIRST YEAR BENGALS:
- ACCESS YOUR ISU GMAIL isu.edu
- RSVP TO ATTEND A NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION (NSO) EVENT isu.edu/nso
- COMPLETE THE "SAFE COLLEGES" & ISU MODULE isu.edu/nso
- DOWNLOAD THE FOLLOWING APPS: Navigate, MyISU, and DUO
- COMPLETE THE WRITE CLASS & ALEKS MATH PLACEMENT TEST
- CHECK ISU EMAIL DAILY FOR ALL ISU UPDATES isu.edu/google
- ATTEND NSO - Bring one form of photo ID, a laptop/ tablet, and copies of transcript
- CONTACT YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR FOR QUESTIONS OR SCHEDULE CHANGES isu.edu/advising

REMEMBER TO:
- CHECK OUT THE ISU FIRST YEAR WEBPAGE FOR WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW isu.edu/firstyear
- ADD RECOMMENDED CARDS TO YOUR MyISU Advisor Suggested Cards
- CHECK MY FINANCIAL AID CARD LOCATED IN MyISU FOR FINANCIAL AID REQUIREMENTS
- PAY SEMESTER TUITION AND FEES OR SET UP PAYMENT PLAN IN MyISU (due the Friday before classes start)
- SEND IN FINAL TRANSCRIPTS (if needed) isu.edu/registrar
- PURCHASE A PARKING PERMIT isu.edu/parking
- CHECK OUT ISU BOOK BUNDLE isu.edu/bookbundle
  OR OPT OUT AND PURCHASE TEXT BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIAL isu.edu/bookstore
- CHECK ISU ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR IMPORTANT DATES AND DEADLINES isu.edu/academiccalendar
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